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In this paper linear sets of finite projective spaces are studied and the ‘‘dual’’ of a linear
set is introduced. Also, some applications of the theory of linear sets are investigated:
blocking sets in Desarguesian planes, maximum scattered linear sets, translation ovoids
of the Cayley Hexagon, translation ovoids of orthogonal polar spaces and finite semifields.
Besides ‘‘old’’ results, new ones are proven and some open questions are discussed.
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1. Introduction

A linear set of a projective spaceΩ = PG(V , Fq) is a set of points whose defining vectors belong to an additive subgroup
of V . Linear sets generalize the concept of subgeometry of a projective space; in fact, they can be characterized by mean of
projection of subgeometries and preserve many of their properties. The term linear (used with this meaning) first appears
in [40], where G. Lunardon constructs some examples of blocking sets, in the linear representation of Galois planes. These
blocking sets were called, for this reason, linear blocking sets.
Probably, the very first example of linear set, which is not a subgeometry, appearing in the literature, can be found

in [17] where Brouwer and Wilbrink construct, by using the André/Bruck and Bose representation of a projective Galois
plane, examples of blocking sets of Rédei type which, in fact, are linear sets.
Linear sets have been intensively used in recent years to construct or characterize a wide variety of geometrical objects:

blocking sets ormultiple blocking sets in projective finite spaces [41,58,59,47,5,48,60,15], two-intersection sets in projective
finite spaces [11,12], translation spreads of the Cayley Generalized Hexagon H(q) [19,49,16], translation ovoids of polar
spaces [50,23,3], semifield flocks [6,20,37] and finite semifields [42,21,51,33,34,52,43,25,26].
Although, it seems to us that, so far, the theory of linear sets has never been homogeneously treated in a proper way

anywhere. Section 2 of this article fills this gap by presenting all the known results in a uniform and homogeneous way and
generalizing some of them. Also, wewill study dual linear sets obtained from a given linear set of a projective space by using
polarities of the space.
In the other sections we deal with some applications of the theory: blocking sets in Desarguesian planes, maximum

scattered linear sets, translation ovoids of the Cayley Hexagon, translation ovoids of orthogonal polar spaces and finite
semifields.
Besides ‘‘old’’ results, new ones will be proven and some open questions will be discussed.

2. Linear sets and dual linear sets

LetΩ = PG(V , Fqn) = PG(r − 1, qn), q = ph, p prime, and let L be a set of points ofΩ . The set L is said an Fq-linear set of
Ω of rank t if it is defined by the non-zero vectors of an Fq-vector subspace U of V of dimension t , i.e.,

L = LU = {〈u〉Fqn : u ∈ U \ {0}}.
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Let PG(rn− 1, q) = PG(V , Fq) and note that each point P ofΩ defines an (n− 1)-dimensional subspace XP of PG(rn− 1, q)
and that S = {XP : P ∈ Ω} is a Desarguesian spread1of PG(rn − 1, q) (see, e.g., [40]). Also, the incidence structure (S,L)
whose points are the elements of S and whose lines are the (2n − 1)-dimensional subspaces spanned by two elements of
S is isomorphic to Ω; (S,L) is the so called linear representation of Ω over Fq. A t-dimensional Fq-vector subspace U of V
defines in PG(rn− 1, q) a (t − 1)-dimensional projective subspace P(U) and the linear set LU ofΩ can be seen as the set of
points P ofΩ such that XP ∩ P(U) 6= ∅, i.e. LU = {P ∈ Ω : XP ∩ P(U) 6= ∅}.
Any subspace of Ω is an Fq-linear set; precisely, if Λ = PG(W , Fqn) is a subspace of Ω of dimension s, then Λ is an

Fq-linear set ofΩ of rank (s+ 1)n. Also, if LU is an Fq-linear set, then LU ∩Λ = LW∩U is an Fq-linear set as well and LU = LλU
for each non-zero λ ∈ Fqn . The following property can be easily verified.

Property 2.1. If f is an invertible semilinear map of V and φ is the collineation of Ω induced by f , then LφU = Lf (U), i.e. the linear
sets LU and Lf (U) are projectively equivalent.

If LU is an Fq-linear set ofΩ of rank t and Λ = PG(W , Fqn) is a subspace ofΩ of dimension s, we say that Λ has weight
i with respect to LU if dimFq(W ∩ U) = i (i.e., the Fq-linear set LW∩U = Λ ∩ LU has rank i), and we write wLU (Λ) = i or
w(Λ) = i for short. Note that 0 ≤ w(Λ) ≤ min{t, (s + 1)n} and that a point P ofΩ belongs to LU if and only if w(P) ≥ 1.
Denoting by xi the number of points of LU of weight i, we easily get the following proposition.

Proposition 2.2. If LU is an Fq-linear set of Ω = PG(r − 1, qn) of rank t > 0, then

|LU | = x1 + x2 + · · · + xn, (1)

x1 + (q+ 1)x2 + · · · + (qn−1 + · · · + q+ 1)xn = qt−1 + qt−2 + · · · + q+ 1, (2)

|LU | ≤ qt−1 + qt−2 + · · · + q+ 1, (3)
|LU | ≡ 1 (mod q). (4)

Hence, if Λ is a subspace of Ω and LU ∩Λ 6= ∅, then

|LU ∩Λ| ≡ 1 (mod q). (5)

Also, the following property concerning the weight of subspaces holds true.

Property 2.3. Let LU be an Fq-linear set of Ω = PG(r − 1, qn) = PG(V , Fqn) of rank t and let Λ = PG(W , Fqn) be a subspace
of Ω of dimension s. ThenΛ ⊆ LU if and only if the weight of Λ with respect to LU is at least sn+ 1.

Proof. Let s > 0. If Λ ⊆ LU , then Λ ⊆ LU∩W . Indeed, if P ∈ Λ ⊆ LU , then there exist w ∈ W \ {0} and u ∈ U \ {0} such
that P = 〈w〉Fqn = 〈u〉Fqn . Hence w = λu for some λ ∈ F∗qn and this implies that P ∈ Lλ(U∩W ) = LU∩W . Suppose, by way of
contradiction, thatw(Λ) ≤ sn. Then by (3) of Proposition 2.2 we get

qns + qn(s−1) + · · · + qn + 1 = |Λ| ≤ |LW∩U | ≤ qsn−1 + qsn−2 + · · · + q+ 1,

which gives a contradiction. Conversely, suppose thatw(Λ) ≥ sn+ 1 and let P = 〈w〉Fqn be a point ofΛwithw ∈ W \ {0}.
Note that 〈w〉Fqn ∩U = 〈w〉Fqn ∩ (W ∩U). Since 〈w〉Fqn andW ∩U are Fq-subspaces ofW of dimension n and at least sn+ 1
respectively, their intersection has dimension at least one, i.e.w(P) ≥ 1, hence P ∈ LU . �

If dimFq U = dimFqn V = r and 〈U〉Fqn = V , wewill say that LU
∼= PG(U, Fq) is a canonical subgeometryofΩ = PG(V , Fqn).

Note that in such a case each point of LU has weight 1 and hence |LU | = qr−1 + qr−2 + · · · + 1.
In [50], Lunardon and Polverino, generalizing the results of [41,46], give a characterization of Fq−linear sets in terms of

projection of canonical subgeometries.
Let Σ = PG(m, q) be a canonical subgeometry of Σ∗ = PG(m, qn) and suppose there exists an (m − r)-dimensional

subspaceΩ∗ ofΣ∗ disjoint fromΣ . LetΩ = PG(r − 1, qn) be an (r − 1)-dimensional subspace ofΣ∗ disjoint fromΩ∗, and
let Γ be the projection ofΣ fromΩ∗ toΩ , i.e.

Γ = {y = 〈Ω∗, x〉 ∩Ω | x ∈ Σ}.
We callΩ∗ andΩ the center and the axis of the projection respectively.
Let pΩ∗,Ω,Σ be themap fromΣ toΓ defined by x 7→ 〈Ω∗, x〉∩Ω for each point x ofΣ . By definition pΩ∗,Ω,Σ is surjective

and Γ = pΩ∗,Ω,Σ (Σ).

Theorem 2.4 ([50]). If Γ is a projection of PG(m, q) intoΩ = PG(r − 1, qn), then Γ is an Fq− linear set of Ω of rank m+ 1
and 〈Γ 〉 = Ω . Conversely, if L is an Fq− linear set of Ω of rank m+1 and 〈L〉 = Ω = PG(r−1, qn), then either L is a canonical
subgeometry of Ω or there are an (m − r)− dimensional subspace Ω∗ of Σ∗ = PG(m, qn) disjoint from Ω and a canonical
subgeometryΣ of Σ∗ disjoint fromΩ∗ such that L = pΩ∗,Ω,Σ (Σ).

1 An (n − 1)-spread S of PG(rn − 1, q) is said to be Desarguesian if the 2 − (qrn, qn, 1) design obtained from S, in the Barlotti-Cofman construction, is
isomorphic to AG(r, qn).
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Let σ : V × V −→ Fqn be a non-degenerate reflexive sesquilinear form on the r-dimensional vector space V over Fqn
and let 2

σ ′ : (u, v) ∈ V × V −→ Trqn/q(σ (u, v)) ∈ Fq. (6)

Then σ ′ is a non-degenerate reflexive sesquilinear form on V , when V is regarded as an rn-dimensional vector space over
Fq. Let ⊥ and ⊥′ be the orthogonal complement maps defined by σ and σ ′ on the lattices of the Fqn-subspaces and the
Fq-subspaces of V , respectively. Also, denote by τ and τ ′ the polarities of PG(V , Fqn) and PG(V , Fq) arising from σ and σ ′,
respectively. Recall that if W is an Fqn-subspace of V and U is an Fq-subspace of V then dimFqn W

⊥
+ dimFqn W = r and

dimFq U
⊥
′

+ dimFq U = rn. Also, it is easy to see thatW
⊥
= W⊥

′

for each Fqn-subspaceW of V (for more details see [70]).
Let LU be an Fq-linear set of rank t ofΩ = PG(V , Fqn) = PG(r − 1, qn). Let σ be a non-degenerate reflexive sesquilinear

form on V over Fqn and let σ ′ be the associated sesquilinear form on V over Fq defined as in (6). Since U⊥
′

is an Fq-linear
subspace of V of dimension rn − t , it defines an Fq-linear set LU⊥′ of Ω of rank rn − t . We will denote LU⊥′ by the symbol
LτU and we will say that L

τ
U is the dual linear set of LU with respect to the polarity τ induced by σ . Such a linear set does

not depend on τ . Indeed, let σ and σ1 be non-degenerate reflexive sesquilinear forms on V over Fqn , let ⊥ and ⊥1 be the
associated orthogonal complement maps and let τ and τ1 be the polarities associated with ⊥ and ⊥1, respectively. Let U
be an Fq-vector subspace of V and let⊥′ and⊥′1 be the orthogonal complement maps arising from σ

′ and σ ′1, respectively.
Then, it is easy to see that⊥ ⊥1 defines an invertible semilinear map f of V over Fqn such that

f (U⊥
′

) = (U⊥
′

)⊥
′
⊥
′
1 = U⊥

′
1 .

Now, recalling that LτU = LU⊥′ and L
τ1
U = LU⊥′1 , by Property 2.1 we have

Proposition 2.5. The dual linear sets LτU and L
τ1
U are projectively equivalent.

The following property provides us with a relation between the weight of a subspace with respect to a linear set and the
weight of its polar space with respect to the dual linear set.

Property 2.6. If Λs = PG(W , Fqn) is an s-dimensional projective subspace of Ω = PG(r − 1, qn) and LU is an Fq-linear set of
Ω of rank t, then

wLτU (Λ
τ
s )− wLU (Λs) = rn− t − (s+ 1)n. (7)

Proof. Recall that wLτU (Λ
τ
s ) = dimFq(W

⊥
∩ U⊥

′

) and that wLU (Λs) = dimFq(W ∩ U). Since W
⊥
∩ U⊥

′

= W⊥
′

∩ U⊥
′

=

(〈W ,U〉Fq)
⊥
′

, we get

dimFq(W
⊥
∩ U⊥

′

) = rn− dimFq〈W ,U〉Fq = rn− t − (s+ 1)n+ dimFq(W ∩ U).

Now, Equality (7) immediately follows. �

Finally, we explicitly note that a linear set and its dual can have very different geometric structures as shown in the
following property.

Property 2.7. Let LU be an Fq-linear set of Ω = PG(r − 1, qn) and let Λ = PG(W , Fqn) be an s-dimensional subspace of Ω .
Then LU ⊆ Λ if and only if Λτ has maximum weight rn − (s + 1)n with respect to LτU . In this case, the dual linear set L

τ
U is a

union of (r − s− 1)-dimensional subspaces of Ω passing through the (r − s− 2)-dimensional subspaceΛτ of Ω .

Proof. If LU ⊆ Λ, then U ⊆ W and hence U⊥
′

⊇ W⊥
′

= W⊥. This implies that wLτU (Λ
τ ) = dimFq(W

⊥
∩ U⊥

′

) =

dimFq W
⊥
= rn−(s+1)n, and in particularΛτ ⊆ LτU . In this case, let P ∈ L

τ
U\Λ

τ andnote thatwLτU (〈P,Λ
τ
〉) ≥ (r−s−1)n+1.

Hence by Property 2.3, we have that 〈P,Λτ 〉 ⊆ LτU . This implies that L
τ
U is a union of (r − s − 1)-dimensional subspaces

containingΛτ . Conversely, suppose thatwLτU (Λ
τ ) = rn− (s+1)n, thenW⊥ = W⊥

′

⊆ U⊥
′

, hence U ⊆ W , i.e. LU ⊆ Λ. �

3. Application 1: Linear blocking sets and scattered linear sets

3.1. Linear blocking sets

A blocking set B in the projective plane PG(2, q), q = ph, p prime, is a set of points meeting every line of PG(2, q). B is
called trivial if it contains a line, and it is called minimal if no proper subset of it is a blocking set. We say B small when its
size is less than 3(q+1)2 and we call B of Rédei type if there exists a line l of the plane such that |B \ l| = q. The line l is called
a Rédei line of B. The exponent of B is the maximal integer e (0 ≤ e ≤ h) such that |l ∩ B| ≡ 1(mod pe) for every line l in

2 The symbol Trqn/q denotes the trace function of Fqn over Fq .
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PG(2, q). In [67], T. Szőnyi proves that a small minimal blocking set of PG(2, q) has positive exponent. For an excellent survey
on minimal blocking sets in PG(2, q)we refer to [68].
For a long time all known examples of small minimal blocking sets were of Rédei type. All of these examples belong to a

family of blocking sets, called linear, introduced by G. Lunardon (see [40,41]). In [58], Polito and Polverino find, in the family
of linear blocking sets, the first examples of small minimal blocking sets not of Rédei type.
Let π = PG(2, q) = PG(V , Fq), let Fq′ be a subfield of Fq with q = q′n and let U be an Fq′-subspace of V of dimension

n+ 1. If ` = PG(W , Fq) is a line of π , then by the Grassmann relation we getwLU (`) = dimFq(W ∩ U) ≥ 1, i.e. ` ∩ LU 6= ∅
for each line ` of π . Hence B := LU is a blocking set of π and, by [58, Corollary 1], it is a small minimal blocking set, called
Fq′-linear blocking set. If B is an Fq′-linear blocking set (q′ = pe, p prime), then each line of π intersects B in a number of
points congruent to 1 modulo q′ (see (5) of Proposition 2.2), hence the exponent of B is at least e.
In PG(2, q) the only Fq-linear blocking sets are the lines. In the planes PG(2, q2) and PG(2, q3), the Fq-linear blocking sets

are classified: in PG(2, q2) they are Baer subplanes and in PG(2, q3) they are isomorphic either to the blocking set obtained
from the graph of the trace function of Fq3 over Fq or to the blocking set obtained from the graph of the function x → xq

(see [61]). All of these are Rédei type blocking sets. The Fq-linear blocking sets in the plane PG(2, q4) are classified in [15],
where, in the table at the end of the paper, all the Fq-linear blocking sets of PG(2, q4), up to isomorphisms, are listed. Such
a table shows that there are a lot of non-isomorphic families of Fq-linear blocking sets in PG(2, q4), both of Rédei and of
non-Rédei type.
In [66], Sziklai conjectures (Linearity Conjecture) that every small minimal blocking set of PG(2, q) is linear.3
The Linearity Conjecture has been already proved in some cases. Precisely, in the plane PG(2, p) (here there is no small

non-trivial blocking set) (Blokhius [10]), in PG(2, p2) (Szőnyi [67]), in PG(2, p3) (p ≥ 7) (Polverino [62]), in PG(2, q3) (q = ph,
p prime, p ≥ 7) for small minimal blocking sets with exponent e ≥ h (Polverino–Storme [63]) and in PG(2, q) (q = ph, p > 2
prime) for small minimal blocking sets of Rédei type (Blokhius–Ball–Brouwer–Storme–Szőnyi [9], Ball [4]).
Also, in [66] the author proves that a small minimal blocking set of PG(2, q) is ‘‘very close’’ to be a linear blocking set

showing that

Theorem 3.1 ([66, Theorem 4.16]). If B is a small minimal blocking set of PG(2, q), q = ph, with exponent e and for a certain
line |` ∩ B| = pe + 1, then Fpe is a subfield of Fq and ` ∩ B is Fpe-linear.

If the Linearity Conjecture held true, the classification of linear blocking sets would imply the classification of small
minimal blocking sets. For this reason it can be useful to give an alternative description of the isomorphism relation between
linear blocking sets.
To this aim, remind that an Fq-linear blocking set B of π = PG(2, qn), n > 2, can be also constructed as the projection

of a canonical subgeometryΣ ' PG(n, q) ofΣ∗ = PG(n, qn) to π from an (n− 3)-dimensional subspaceΛ ofΣ∗, disjoint
from Σ (Theorem 2.4). In this case we write B = BΛ,π,Σ . Also, if πΛ is the quotient geometry of Σ∗ on Λ, then BΛ,π,Σ is
isomorphic to the Fq-linear blocking set BΛ,Σ in πΛ consisting of all (n− 2)-dimensional subspaces ofΣ∗ containingΛ and
with non-empty intersection withΣ . In [15], the following has been proven.

Theorem 3.2 ([15, Theorem 2.4]). Two Fq-linear blocking sets, BΛ,Σ and BΛ′,Σ ′ , with exponent e of the planes πΛ and πΛ′
respectively, constructed inΣ∗ = PG(n, qn) (n > 2), are isomorphic if and only if there exists a collineation ϕ of Σ∗ mapping Λ
toΛ′ andΣ toΣ ′.

The above result leads, in [15], to a complete classification of all Fq-linear blocking sets in PG(2, q4).
We conclude this section remarking that, as it appears from the previous discussion, the most interesting open problems

in this area seem to be the following:
- Prove or disprove the Linearity Conjecture.
- Attempt a classification of some families of linear blocking sets: for instance, linear blocking sets of maximum

(minimum) size.
As regards the first point, we note that there is a more general version of the Linearity Conjecture concerning t-fold

blocking sets. A t-fold blocking set in PG(n, q)with respect to k-subspaces is a set of points which intersects each k-subspace
in at least t points. The Linearity Conjecture for t-fold blocking sets with respect to k-subspaces says that
In PG(n, q) any t-fold blocking set B, with respect to k-dimensional subspaces, is the union of linear sets B1, B2, . . . ., Bs,where

Bi is a ti-fold blocking set with respect to k-dimensional subspaces and t1 + t2 + · · · + ts = t; provided t and |B| are ‘‘small
enough’’ (i.e., t ≤ T (n, q, k) and |B| ≤ S(n, q, k) for suitable functions T and S).
The results contained in [65,64,69,14,77,13] provide some evidence that the above conjecture holds true.

3.2. Scattered linear sets

An Fq-linear set LU of rank t of a projective space Ω = PG(V , Fqn) = PG(r − 1, qn) is said to be a scattered linear set if
each point of LU has weight 1 with respect to LU . By (1) and (2) of Proposition 2.2, LU is a scattered linear set if and only if
it has maximum size qt−1 + qt−2 + · · · + q + 1. If LU is a scattered linear set of Ω , then the projective subspace P(U) of

3 In [66] the linearity conjecture is more general and involves small blocking sets of PG(n, q)with respect to k-subspaces.
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PG(V , Fq) = PG(rn − 1, q) intersects each element of the Desarguesian spread S of the Fq-linear representation of Ω in
at most one point. So P(U) is a scattered space with respect to S. Scattered spaces with respect to a spread are introduced
by Blokhuis and Lavrauw in [11], where scattered spaces of highest possible dimension (maximum scattered spaces) are
investigated. So the study of maximum scattered spaces of PG(rn − 1, q) with respect to a Desarguesian (n − 1)-spread is
equivalent to the study of scattered Fq-linear sets of PG(r − 1, qn) of maximum rank (maximum scattered Fq-linear sets).
The main result obtained in [11] (see also [38]) in terms of scattered linear sets is

Theorem 3.3 ([11]). If LU is a maximum scattered Fq-linear set of PG(r − 1, qn) of rank t, then

t =
rn
2
if r is even ,

rn− n
2
≤ t ≤

rn
2
if r is odd.

Also, if rn is even and LU is a maximum scattered Fq-linear set of PG(r − 1, qn) of rank rn2 , then LU is a two-intersection set (with
respect to hyperplanes) in PG(r − 1, qn) with intersection numbers q

rn
2 −n−1 + · · · + q+ 1 and q

rn
2 −n + · · · + q+ 1.

By the previous theorem if r is even there always exists a scattered subspace of rank rn2 (see [38, Theorem 2.5.5] for an
explicit example). Also, if r = 3 and n = 4 an example of scattered linear set of the plane PG(2, q4) of maximum rank 6
is constructed in [5]. All these examples produce two-intersection sets and hence two-weight codes and strongly regular
graphs (see [18]). The maximum scattered linear set of PG(2, q4) constructed in [5] also produces a (q+ 1)-fold blocking set
of size (q+ 1)(q4 + q2 + 1)which is not the union of (q+ 1) disjoint Baer subplanes. More generally

Theorem 3.4 ([11]). A scattered linear set of rank t of Ω = PG(r−1, qn) is a q
k
−1
q−1 -fold blocking set, with respect to (

rn−t+k
n −1)-

dimensional subspaces, of size q
t
−1
q−1 , where 1 ≤ k ≤ t such that n | (t − k).

As an application of the theory of dual linear sets we are able to prove

Theorem 3.5. If rn is even and LU is a maximum scattered Fq-linear set of Ω = PG(r − 1, qn) of rank rn2 , then the dual linear
set LτU with respect to any polarity of Ω is a maximum scattered Fq-linear set of Ω as well.
Proof. Let τ be a polarity ofΩ = PG(V , Fqn) = PG(r−1, qn) arising from the non-degenerate reflexive sesquilinear form σ
on V over Fqn . By Theorem 3.3 the hyperplanes ofΩ have weight rn2 −n or

rn
2 −n+1with respect to LU . Then by Equality (7)

the points ofΩ have weight 0 or 1 with respect to LτU , i.e. L
τ
U is a scattered linear set. Also, since dimFq U

⊥
′

= rn− rn
2 =

rn
2 ,

the linear set LτU has rank
rn
2 . Hence L

τ
U is a maximum scattered Fq-linear set ofΩ . �

By Proposition 2.5, LτU does not depend on the polarity τ and we will say that L
τ
U is the dual maximum scattered linear set

of the maximum scattered linear set LU .
Hence, by Theorem 3.5 any known example of maximum scattered linear set produces another example of maximum

scattered linear set by ‘‘duality’’.
In light of the previous results, one can ask whether examples of maximum scattered linear sets of rank rn2 exist when

r is odd. Also, it would be interesting to understand whether the examples produced under duality are isomorphic to the
starting ones.

4. Application 2: Translation spreads in H(q)

The split Cayley hexagon H(q) has been defined by Tits in [75] as follows. Let Q (6, q) be the parabolic quadric of PG(6, q)
with equation X23 = X0X4 + X1X5 + X2X6. The points of H(q) are all the points of Q (6, q). The lines of H(q) are those lines
of Q (6, q) whose Grassmann coordinates satisfy the equations p34 = p12, p35 = p20, p36 = p01, p03 = p56, p13 = p64 and
p23 = p45. Two elements of H(q) are opposite if they are at distance 6 in the incidence graph of H(q). A spread of H(q) is a
set of q3 + 1 mutually opposite lines of H(q).
Let L be a fixed line of H(q) and denote by EL the group of the automorphisms of H(q) generated by all the collineations

fixing L pointwise and stabilizing all the lines through some point of L. The group EL has order q5 and acts regularly on the set
of the lines of H(q) at distance 6 from L (see, e.g., [76]). A spread S of H(q) containing L is a translation spread, with respect
to L, if for each x ∈ L there is a subgroup of EL which preserves S and acts transitively on the lines of S at distance 4 from
M , for all lines M of H(q) incident with x and different from L (see [8]). By [54] it is possible to associate to any translation
spread S with respect to a line of H(q) a subfield of Fq, called the kernel of S. If S is a translation spread of H(qn)with kernel
Fq, we say that S is an Fq-translation spread of H(qn).
The known examples of Fq-translation spreads of H(q) with respect to a line are: the Hermitian spreads (Thas [71]),

the spreads S[9] constructed by Bloemen, Thas and Van Maldeghem in [8] for q ≡ 1 (mod 3), q odd, and the spreads Sl
constructed, independently, by Cardinali, Lunardon, Polverino and Trombetti in [19] and by Offer in [54] for q ≡ 1 (mod 3),
q even. The only known examples of translation spreads with proper kernel are the spreads Sβ of H(3h), h > 1, constructed
in [8].
By using the construction of H(qn) as a coset geometry the following theorem has been proven.
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Theorem 4.1 ([19,49]). Each translation spread S of H(qn) with respect to a line L and with kernel Fq defines an Fq-linear set
L(S) of PG(3, qn) of rank 2n (having Fq as the maximal subfield of linearity) whose points belong to imaginary chords of a twisted
cubic C of PG(3, qn), and conversely. Also, the automorphism group of H(qn) fixing the line L induces on PG(3, qn) the collineation
group of PGL(4, qn) fixing the twisted cubic C.

Recall that a line of PG(3, q) (q = ph, p prime) is a chord of a twisted cubic C if it contains two points of C̄, where C̄
is the twisted cubic defined by C over the algebraic closure of Fq. There are three possibilities: either the two points are
distinct and belong to C, or they are coincident, or they are conjugate over Fq2 ; the line is called a real chord, a tangent or an
imaginary chord, respectively. Every point not belonging to C lies on exactly one chord. If p 6= 3, the tangents to C are self-
polar lines of a non-singular symplectic polarityω of PG(3, q). An axis of C is a line l of PG(3, q)whose polar line with respect
toω is a chord. We say that l is a real axis or an imaginary axiswhen lω is a real chord or an imaginary chord respectively (for
more details, see [30, Section 21]). Also, the following properties hold true.

Theorem 4.2 ([49]). If l is a line of PG(3, q) whose points belong to imaginary chords of C, then either l is an imaginary chord
or q ≡ 1 (mod 3) and l is an imaginary axis.

Theorem 4.3 ([16]). Let L be an Fq-linear set of PG(3, qn) of rank 2n (n > 2) whose points belong to imaginary chords of C. If
qn ≡ 1(mod 3), q odd, q ≥ 4n2 − 8n + 2 and q > 2n2 − (4 − 2

√
3)n + (3 − 2

√
3), if q is prime, then L is an Fqn-linear set

and either L is an imaginary chord or L is an imaginary axis of C.

The following results on translation spreads of H(q) are known.

Theorem 4.4 ([8] for q odd, [49] for q even). The Hermitian spreads, the spreads S[9] and Sl, up to isomorphisms, are the only
Fq-translation spreads of H(q).

Theorem 4.5 ([55]). A spread S of H(3h) which is translation spread with respect to a line, up to isomorphisms, is either
Hermitian or a spread Sβ .

Theorem 4.6 ([19,49]). If q is even then all translation spreads of H(q) are Fq-translation spreads and, up to isomorphisms, are
the Hermitian spreads, the spreads S[9] and Sl.

Theorem 4.7 ([16]). If qn ≡ 1 (mod 3), q odd, n > 2, q ≥ 4n2 − 8n + 2 and q > 2n2 − (4 − 2
√
3)n + (3 − 2

√
3), if q is

prime, then H(qn) does not admit an Fq-translation spread.

The classification results in [16] and in [49] are obtained using the correspondence, established in Theorem 4.1, between
translation spreads ofH(q) and linear sets. Indeed, if S is an Fq-translation spread ofH(q), then the associated linear set L(S)
is a line of PG(3, q) whose points belong to imaginary chords of a twisted cubic C of PG(3, q). In particular, the Hermitian
spreads correspond to imaginary chords of C and the spreads S[9] and Sl (q ≡ 1 (mod 3)) correspond to imaginary axes of C
([19]). Hence Theorems 4.4 and 4.7 are obtained as applications of Theorems 4.2 and 4.3.
Next, by using the theory of dual linear sets introduced in Section 2, we define the dual of a translation spread of H(q)

when q ≡ 1(mod 3).
Let C be a twisted cubic of PG(3, q). Recall that, if q ≡ 1 (mod 3) and l is an imaginary axis, then all points on l belong to

an imaginary chord of C (see [19]).

Theorem 4.8. Let L be an Fq-linear set of rank 2n of PG(3, qn) whose points belong to imaginary chords of a twisted cubic C. If
qn ≡ 1 (mod 3), then the dual Lω of L with respect to the symplectic polarity ω associated with C is an Fq-linear set of rank 2n
whose points belong to imaginary chords of C as well.
Proof. Let P be a point of Lω and let r be a chord of C passing through P . Since P ∈ Lω , the weight of P with respect to Lω is
at least 1 and hence, by Equality (7),wL(rω) = wLω (r) ≥ 1, i.e. the line rω contains at least a point, say T , of L. So the unique
chord l of C through T is an imaginary chord. This means that lω is an imaginary axis and, since l ∩ rω 6= ∅, the line lω is not
disjoint from r . Since qn ≡ 1 (mod 3), this implies that r is an imaginary chord. �

So by Theorems 4.1 and 4.8 we obtain

Corollary 4.9. If qn ≡ 1 (mod 3), then the dual linear set Lω (with respect to the polarity ω arising from C) of a linear set L
associated with an Fq-translation spread S of H(qn), defines an Fq-translation spread of H(qn).

We call the Fq-translation spread of H(qn) arising from Lω the dual translation spread Sω of S.
If the linear set arising from a translation spread S of H(q) is a line l of PG(3, q), then the dual linear set of l is the polar

line of l with respect to ω. Also, we have that if l is an imaginary chord, then lω is an imaginary axis, and conversely. This
implies that

Theorem 4.10. If q ≡ 1 (mod 3), then the dual spread of a Hermitian spread of H(q) is a spread S[9], if q is odd, a spread Sl, if
q is even, and conversely.

The previous theorem shows that a translation spread S of H(q) (q ≡ 1 (mod 3)) and its dual Sω may be not isomorphic.
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5. Application 3: Translation ovoids of orthogonal polar spaces

Denote by P either the polar space associated with a non-singular quadric of PG(2n, q) (n ≥ 2) or the polar space
associated with a non-singular quadric of PG(2n+ 1, q) (n ≥ 1).
An ovoid of P is a set of qn + 1 points, no two collinear in P. An ovoid O of P is a translation ovoid with respect to a point

x of O if there is a collineation group of P fixing x linewise and acting sharply transitively on O \ {x}.
Examples of translation ovoids of Q+(3, q) are the conics contained in it. The ovoids of the Klein quadric Q+(5, q)

correspond to line spreads of PG(3, q) and translation ovoids are equivalent to semifield spreads. Hence,Q+(5, q) has ovoids
and translation ovoids for all values of q. If Q (4, q) = H ∩ Q+(5, q) is a non-singular quadric, where H is a hyperplane of
PG(5, q), then ovoids of Q (4, q) are equivalent to symplectic spreads of PG(3, q) and translation ovoids are equivalent to
symplectic semifield spreads of PG(3, q).
For n > 2 ovoids are rare objects. In [72] it is proved thatQ−(2n+1, q) has ovoids only if n = 1. The polar spaceQ (2n, q),

with q even, has ovoids if and only if n = 2 and, in this case, they are equivalent to ovoids of PG(3, q). If q is odd, ovoids of
Q (2n, q) do not exist if n ≥ 4 (see [29]) and the only two known ovoids of Q (6, q) are the unitary ovoid of Q (6, 3e) and the
Ree ovoid of Q (6, 32e+1) (see [35] and [72]). Examples of ovoids of Q+(7, q) are known for q even, for q ≡ 2 (mod 3) and
for q an odd prime (see [36], [35,22] and [53]).
Let P be one of the following orthogonal polar spaces: Q+(2n + 1, q) (n ≥ 2), Q (2n, q) (n ≥ 2), Q−(2n − 1, q) (n ≥ 3)

and denote by ⊥ the polarity defined by P. Let x be a point of P and let Ω ′ be a hyperplane not containing x. Denote by P∗
the polar space obtained intersecting P with the hyperplane Ω = Ω ′ ∩ x⊥ of Ω ′. Define a point-line geometry Px in the
following way. The points are: (i) a symbol (∞), (ii) hyperplanes of Ω ′ which intersect Ω in a hyperplane tangent to P∗
and (iii) points of Ω ′ \ Ω. The lines are (I) the points of P∗, (II) the lines of Ω ′ which intersect Ω in a point of P∗ and (if
P 6= Q (4, q), Q−(5, q)) (III) the subspaces ofΩ ′ not contained inΩ which intersectΩ in the polar space of a line of P∗. The
point (∞) is incident only with the lines of type (I). All other incidences are inherited fromΩ ′.
If l andm are lines of P and y is a point of P, then the map θ defined by

θ : x 7→ (∞),

θ : l 7→ l ∩Ω, for x ∈ l ⊂ x⊥,
θ : l 7→ l⊥ ∩Ω ′, for x 6∈ l ⊂ x⊥,
θ : y ∈ x⊥ \ {x} 7→ y⊥ ∩Ω ′,
θ : m 6⊂ x⊥ 7→ 〈m, x〉 ∩Ω ′,
θ : y 6∈ x⊥ 7→ 〈x, y〉 ∩Ω ′,

is an isomorphism from P onto Px.
An ovoid O of P containing the point x is mapped by θ to an ovoid Ox of Px containing the point (∞). This means that

Ox \ {(∞)} is a set of qn points of Ω ′ \ Ω such that the lines joining any two of them have no point in common with P∗,
i.e., the set of ‘‘directions’’

D(Ox \ {∞}) = {PQ ∩Ω : P,Q ∈ Ox \ {(∞)}}

of Ox \ {(∞)} inΩ is disjoint from P∗.

Theorem 5.1 ([50]). If Ox is a translation ovoid of Px with respect to (∞), then there is a subfield Fs of Fq (q = st ) such that
D(Ox \ {∞}) is an Fs-linear set of rank nt of Ω disjoint from P∗. Conversely, if L is an Fs− linear set of rank nt of Ω disjoint from
P∗, then there exists a translation ovoid Ox of Px with respect to (∞) such that L = D(Ox \ {∞}).

By using Theorem 5.1 and the characterization of linear sets as projection of canonical subgeometries, in [50] the
following theorem has been proven.

Theorem 5.2 ([50]). Translation ovoids of P exist if and only if P is one of Q+(3, q), Q (4, q), Q+(5, q).

Consequently, the most important open problems are related to the existence and to the classification of translation
ovoids of Q (4, q) and Q+(5, q). But, these problems are strictly connected with the theory of semifield spreads of PG(3, q)
which we will deal with in the next section.

6. Application 4: Finite semifields

A finite semifield S is a finite algebraic structure satisfying all the axioms for a skewfield except (possibly) associativity.
The subsets Nl = {a ∈ S | (ab)c = a(bc), ∀b, c ∈ S},Nm = {b ∈ S | (ab)c = a(bc), ∀a, c ∈ S},Nr = {c ∈ S | (ab)c =
a(bc), ∀a, b ∈ S} and K = {a ∈ Nl ∩ Nm ∩ Nr | ab = ba, ∀b ∈ S} are fields and are known, respectively, as the left nucleus,
themiddle nucleus, the right nucleus and the center of the semifield. A finite semifield is a vector space over its nuclei and its
center. A finite semifield which is not a field is a proper semifield. If S satisfies all the axioms of a semifield, except possibly
the existence of the identity element of the multiplication, then S is called pre-semifield. From now on the terms semifield
and pre-semifield will be always used to denote a finite semifield and a finite pre-semifield, respectively.
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Semifields coordinatize certain translation planes (called semifield planes) and two semifield planes are isomorphic if
and only if the corresponding semifields are isotopic (see [1]). The dimensions of a semifield S over its nuclei and its center
are invariant under the isotopy relation. A semifield is isotopic to a field if and only if the corresponding semifield plane
is Desarguesian. Also, from any pre-semifield it is possible to construct a semifield which is isotopic to the starting pre-
semifield (for more details on semifields see, e.g., [24,32]).
For any subfield F of the left nucleus of a semifield S, the vector subspaces of S× S (regarded as left vector space over F):

F(∞) = {(0, a) : a ∈ S}, F(b) = {(a, ab) : a ∈ S},

with b ∈ S, define a spread S of the projective space PG(S × S, F), which is called semifield spread. By the André Spread
Isomorphism Theorem (see, e.g., [32, Theorem 2.26]), two semifield spreads in projective spaces of the same dimension are
isomorphic if and only if the corresponding semifields are isotopic.
A semifield S is symplectic if the associated semifield spread S of PG(S×S,Nl) is symplecticwith respect to any polarity of

PG(S×S,Nl). Symplectic semifield spreads of PG(3, q) correspond, via the Plückermap, to translation ovoids of Q (4, q). The
known examples of proper symplectic semifields 2-dimensional over their left nucleus are: the Kantor–Knuth semifields
(see, e.g., [73]), the Payne–Thas semifields of order q = 32t (t > 2) [56] and the Penttila–Williams symplectic semifield of
order 310 [57].
A semifield S of dimension at most 2 over its left nucleus is associated with a flock, if the corresponding semifield spread

is the union of q reguli which share a common line, i.e. it arises from a flock of the quadratic cone of PG(3, q) (see, e.g., [28]).
The known examples of proper semifields associated with a flock are: the Kantor–Knuth semifields, the semifields of order
q = 32t (t > 2) associated with the Ganley flocks [28] and the Bader–Lunardon–Pinneri semifield of order 310 [2].
By [73] the only semifields which are both symplectic and associated with a flock are the fields and the Kantor–Knuth

semifields. Also, if q is even, there is no proper semifield associated with a flock (see [31]).
Let b be an element of a semifield S with center K; the map ϕb: x ∈ S → xb ∈ S is linear when S is regarded as a left

vector space over Nl. The set S = {ϕb: b ∈ S} is called the spread set of linear maps (spread set for short) of S. A spread set S
satisfies the following properties:

(i) |S| = |S|;
(ii) S is closed under addition, contains the zero map and the identity map;
(iii) every non-zero map in S is non-singular (that is, invertible).

Also, λϕb = ϕλb for any λ ∈ K, i.e. S is a K-vector subspace of the vector space V = End(S,Nl) of all Nl-linear maps of S.
Conversely, any set S of F-linear maps satisfying Properties (i), (ii) and (iii) defines a semifield Swhose left nucleus contains
the field F. This means that semifields t-dimensional over their left nucleus Fqn and with center Fq can be investigated via
the spread sets of Fqn-linear maps of any t-dimensional vector space over Fqn . Choosing such a space as the Galois field Fqnt ,
any element ϕ of V = End(Fqnt , Fqn) can be represented in a unique way as a qn-polynomial over Fqnt , that is

ϕ = ϕa0,a1,...,at−1 : x ∈ Fqnt 7→ a0x+ a1xq
n
+ a2xq

2n
+ · · · + at−1xq

(t−1)n
∈ Fqnt .

Also, ϕa0,a1,...,at−1 is invertible if and only if det(A) 6= 0, where

A =


a0 aq

n

t−1 aq
2n

t−2 . . . aq
n(t−1)

1

a1 aq
n

0 aq
2n

t−1 . . . aq
n(t−1)

2

a2 aq
n

1 aq
2n

0 . . . aq
n(t−1)

3
...

...
...

...

at−1 aq
n

t−2 aq
2n

t−3 . . . aq
n(t−1)

0


(see [39, pg. 362]). Hence, any spread set S of linear maps defining a semifield can be seen as a set of linearized polynomials
satisfying Properties (i), (ii) and the above mentioned non-singularity condition.
If Ψ andΦ are invertible Fqn-linear maps of Fqnt and σ is an automorphism of Fqnt , then the set

S ′ = Ψ SσΦ = {ΨϕσΦ : ϕ ∈ S} (∗)

(where ϕσ : x 7→ aσ0 x + a
σ
1 x
qn
+ aσ2 x

q2n
+ · · · + aσt−1x

q(t−1)n for ϕ = ϕa0,a1,...,at and the composition of maps is to be read
from right to left) is an additive spread set of linear maps that defines on Fqnt a pre-semifield S′ isotopic to S. Conversely,
any pre-semifield S′ = (Fqnt ,+, ◦′) isotopic to S is defined by a spread set S ′ of type (∗) (see, e.g., [32, Chapter 5]). Note that
the map Γ : ϕ ∈ V −→ ΨϕσΦ ∈ V is an invertible semilinear map of V preserving the non-invertible elements of V.
Now, we focus on semifields 2-dimensional over their left nucleus. Let S = (Fq2n ,+, ◦) be a semifield with left nucleus

Fqn and center Fq and let S be the set of the Fqn-linear maps defining themultiplication of S, i.e. x◦y = ϕy(x)where ϕy is the
unique element of S such thatϕy(1) = y. Since S is closed underFq-scalarmultiplication, it follows that S is a 2n-dimensional
Fq-vector subspace of the 4-dimensional vector space V = End(Fq2n , Fqn). Also, since an element ϕa,b of V is non-invertible
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if and only if aq
n
+1
= bq

n
+1 and since q(ϕa,b) = aq

n
+1
− bq

n
+1 is a quadratic form of V over Fqn , the non-invertible elements

of V define the hyperbolic quadric

Q = {〈ϕa,b〉Fqn | a
qn+1
− bq

n
+1
= 0, (a, b) 6= (0, 0)}

of the 3-dimensional projective space P = PG(V, Fqn) = PG(3, qn).
Hence, by Property (iii), the Fq-vector subspace S of V defines an Fq-linear set

LS = L(S) = {〈ϕ〉Fqn : ϕ ∈ S, ϕ 6= 0}

of P of rank 2n, disjoint from the quadricQ. The linear set LS = L(S) is the Fq-linear set associatedwith S. Also, any semilinear
map of V of type

Γ :ϕ ∈ V 7→ ΨϕσΦ ∈ V, (♦)

where Ψ and Φ are invertible Fqn-linear maps of V and σ ∈ Aut(Fq2n), induces a collineation of P preserving the reguli of
Q, and conversely (see [42,21]). Hence

Theorem 6.1 ([21]). Two semifields S = (Fq2n ,+, ◦) and S′ = (Fq2n ,+, ◦′), 2-dimensional over their left nucleus Fqn and with
center Fq are isotopic if and only if there exists a collineation φ of the group G ≤ PΓ O+(4, qn) preserving the reguli of Q induced
by a semilinear map Γ of type (♦) such that LφS = LSΓ = LS′ .

Let τ be the polarity of P arising from the hyperbolic quadric Q and let LτS be the dual, with respect to τ , of the linear
set LS associated with the semifield S. By using Equality (7), it is easy to see that LτS = LS⊥ is disjoint from Q as well. So the
Fq-linear subspace S⊥ of V of dimension 2n defines a pre-semifield S⊥ called the translation dual of S (see [42], [45, Section
3], [32, Chapter 85]). For an alternative description of the translation dual construction see [7].
The properties for a semifield to be Desarguesian, symplectic and associated with a flock, can be stated purely in terms

of associated linear sets, as shown in

Proposition 6.2 ([42]). Let S be a semifield with dimension at most 2 over its left nucleus and let L(S) be its associated linear
set.Then
(I) S is a field if and only if L(S) is a line of P.
(II) S is symplectic if and only if L(S) is contained in a plane of P.
(III) S is associated with a flock if and only if L(S) has a point P of maximum weight. In this case, L(S) is a union of lines through
P.
Hence, by Property 2.7, we have

(IV) S is symplectic if and only if S⊥ is associated with a flock.

The translation dual of a Kantor–Knuth semifield is a Kantor–Knuth semifield aswell; the translation dual of a Payne–Thas
semifield is isotopic to aGanley semifield arising froma flock; the transaltion dual of the Penttila–Williams semifield of order
310 is isotopic to the Bader–Lunardon-Pinneri semifield.
If S is a semifield associated with a flock with left nucleus Fqn and center Fq, then by (III) of the previous proposition, the

associated linear set L(S) has a point, say P , of weight n. If q is odd and τ is the polarity associated with the quadric Q, then
we get that the linear set I = Pτ ∩ L(S) has rank n and each point of I is an internal point of the irreducible conic Pτ ∩ Q.
Conversely, if I is an Fq-linear set of rank n of a plane π of P = PG(3, qn)whose points are internal points of the irreducible
conic π ∩ Q, then the linear set obtained joining the point π τ with I is an Fq-linear set of rank 2n, disjoint from Q. So, the
existence of semifields associated with a flock with left nucleus of order qn (q odd) and with center Fq is equivalent to the
existence of linear sets of rank n contained in the set of internal points of an irreducible conic of the plane PG(2, qn) (see [74],
[44]). If n = 2, then by [8], S is a Kantor–Knuth semifield.
Ball, Blokhuis and Lavrauw in [6], and Lavrauw in [37] (for the case q prime), prove that

Theorem 6.3 ([6,37]). If there is a subplane of order q contained in the set of internal points of a non-degenerate conic in PG(2, qn)
(n ≥ 3), then q < 4n2 − 8n+ 2 and q ≤ 2n2 − (4− 2

√
3)n+ (3− 2

√
3), if q is prime.

As a consequence, the following result on the existence of semifield flocks has been determined:

Theorem 6.4 ([6,37]). If F is a semifield flock of a quadratic cone in PG(3, qn), q odd, with kernel containing Fq and q ≥
4n2 − 8n+ 2, and q > 2n2 − (4− 2

√
3)n+ (3− 2

√
3), if q is prime, then F is linear or Kantor type.

In terms of semifields the previous result states that if a semifield S, arising from a semifield flock of PG(3, qn), q odd, has
center containing Fq with q ≥ 4n2 − 8n+ 2, and q > 2n2 − (4− 2

√
3)n+ (3− 2

√
3), if q is prime, then S is either a field

or a Kantor–Knuth semifield.
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In the last years the above mentioned connection between semifields and linear sets has been intensively used to
construct and characterize families of semifields with given dimensions over the nuclei and the center. In what follows,
we will say that a semifield S is of type (q2n, qn, qr , qm, q) if it has order q2n, left nucleus of order qn, right nucleus of order
qr , middle nucleus of order qm and center of order q, where r andm are divisors of 2n and 0 < r,m < 2n.
In [21], Cardinali, Polverino and Trombetti classify all semifields of order q4 with left nucleus of order q2 and center of

order q. The result is stated in terms of semifield planes.

Theorem 6.5 ([21]). Let π be a semifield plane of order q4 with kernel Fq2 and center Fq.

(i) If q is odd, then π belongs to one of the following classes: Generalized Dickson semifield planes, Hughes–Kleinfeld semifield
planes, semifield planes lifted from Desarguesian planes of Cordero–Figueroa type or Generalized twisted field planes.

(ii) If q is even, then π either belongs to one of the following classes: Hughes–Kleinfeld semifield planes, Generalized twisted field
planes, or it belongs to the class of lifted planes (from Desarguesian planes) of type (b).

In [51,33,26], semifields of order q6, with left nucleus of order q3 and center of order q, are studied.
The results on these semifields can be summarized in the following way:

Theorem 6.6 ([51,33]). Let S be a semifield of order q6 with left nucleus of order q3 and center of order q. Then, there are precisely
six possible geometric configurations for the corresponding linear set L = L(S) in P = PG(3, q3). The corresponding classes of
semifields are partitioned into six non-isotopic families labeledF0,F1,F2,F3,F4 andF5. Also, the familyF4 is further partitioned
into three non-isotopic subfamilies denoted F (a)

4 ,F (b)
4 and F (c)

4 .

Using [73,6,8], in [51] the families Fi, i = 0, 1, 2 are completely characterized:

F0: S belongs to the family F0 if and only if S is isotopic to a Generalized Dickson semifield with the given parameters.
F1: S belongs to the family F1 if and only if q = 3 and S is associated with the Payne–Thas ovoid of Q+(4, 33).
F2: S belongs to the familyF2 if and only if q = 3 and S is associatedwith the Ganley flock of the quadratic cone of PG(3, 33).

So far, only a few examples of semifields belonging toF3 are known. They are obtained by usingMAGMA for small values
of q (q = 2, 4, 8).
The subfamilies F (a)

4 ,F (b)
4 , and F (c)

4 have been introduced in [33] and studied in [26], where the general form for the
multiplication of a semifield belonging to each of such families is determined. Moreover,

F (a)
4 : In [26] the authors construct, for any odd q, a new example of semifield belonging to F (a)

4 of type (q
6, q3, q2, q, q),

called EMPT semifield of type (q6, q3, q2, q, q), and a newexample of semifield belonging toF (a)
4 of type (q

6, q3, q, q2, q), called
EMPT semifield of type (q6, q3, q, q2, q). Also, they prove that if q is even, semifields of type (q6, q3, q2, q, q) or (q6, q3, q, q2, q)
not belonging to the family F5 do not exist; whereas, if q is odd, they prove that there exists, up to isotopy, for any value of
q, a unique semifield of type (q6, q3, q2, q, q) and a unique semifield of type (q6, q3, q, q2, q), not belonging to F5, precisely,
the above mentioned EMPT’s semifields.

F (b)
4 : In [26] it has been proved that a semifield belonging to F (b)

4 is necessarily of type (q
6, q3, q, q, q) and one example

is exhibited for q = 3 by MAGMA computation.
F (c)
4 : A semifield belonging to F (c)

4 is either of type (q
6, q3, q, q, q) or is of type (q6, q3, q2, q2, q) ([26]) and in [25] a class

of new examples of semifields of type (q6, q3, q, q, q) belonging toF (c)
4 has been constructed for any value of q. On the other

hand, in [33], it has been proved that any semifield of type (q6, q3, q2, q2, q) belongs to the family F (c)
4 and it is isotopic to a

cyclic semifield.
Finally, semifields belonging to the family F5 are called scattered semifields because their associated linear sets are

scattered. In [51] it has been proved that to any semifield S belonging to F5 is associated an Fq-pseudoregulus L(S) of
P = PG(3, q3), which is a set of q3 + 1 pairwise disjoint lines with exactly two transversal lines. An Fq-pseudoregulus
of PG(3, q3) defines a derivation set as the pseudoregulus of PG(3, q2) defined by Freeman in [27]. The known examples of
semifields belonging to the family F5 are the generalized twisted fields and the two families of Knuth semifields with the
involved parameters. They are also characterized in terms of the associated Fq-pseudoreguli.
It is clear, from previous arguments, that the complete classification of semifields of order q6, with left nucleus of order

q3 and center of order q, requires a deeper study of Fq-pseudoreguli in PG(3, q3) in order to understand whether there exist
other semifields belonging to F5. Moreover, a complete search for examples of semifields belonging to classes F3 or F (b)

4
should be achieved.
Semifields of type (q2n, qn, q2, q2, q), whenn is odd, are investigated in [34] and in [52]. In [34], Johnson,Marino, Polverino

and Trombetti determine all the cyclic semifields of type (q2n, qn, q2, q2, q), n odd, generalizing some cyclic semifields
previously constructed by Jha–Johnson. This wider family contains new classes of semifields not cyclic but isotopic to cyclic
semifields and, for q = 2, 4 and n = 5, examples of semifields not isotopic to any previously known semifield. Furthermore,
they give a lower bound for the number of isotopism classes of cyclic semifields.
In [52],Marino, Polverino and Trombetti determine, up to isotopy, the general form for themultiplication of any semifield

S of type (q2n, qn, q2, q2, q), n odd. Also, by using the geometric properties of the associated spread sets of linear maps, they
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prove that such semifields are partitioned into n−12 potentially non-isotopic families. Some of these classes seem to be likely
places to search for new semifields. Indeed, computational results obtained using MAGMA, provide some new examples of
semifields of type (q14, q7, q2, q2, q), for q = 2.
Finally, in [25], by using linearized polynomials and the geometric approach of linear sets new infinite families of

semifields are constructed. In particular, the authors construct six new mutually non-isotopic families of semifields, the
families FI ,FII ,FIII ,FIV ,FV and FVI . The semifields belonging to FI ,FII and FIII are of type (q2n, qn, q, q, q) and are defined
for all odd n > 1 and all odd prime powers q; while those belonging to FIV and FV are of the same type and are defined for
all odd n > 1 and even q. The semifields belonging to FVI are of type (q2n, qn, q2, q2, q) and are defined for all odd prime
powers q and even integers n > 2.
For an updated list of known finite semifields see [32, Chapter 37] and [52].
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